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It’s time to shape your
business to succeed
in the digital world.

89% of B2B buying journeys start
with online research. Are your digital
channels ready for the world stage?
In today’s digital world, making an impact is harder than ever. The constant stream
of new channels, platforms and emerging technologies allows a generation of
buyers to have limitless power at their fingertips.
To keep pace, organizations are challenged to find innovative ways to engage with
their customers across more devices, languages and regions than ever before. But
with billions of people digitally connected, how can you communicate your brand
successfully worldwide?
The answer? A performance-driven digital strategy.

O U R APPR OAC H

Setting your brand for success
in the global marketplace
We believe data is the building block to understanding global markets. At Amplexor, we help
you to stay ahead of the competition and quickly respond to market changes.
We partner with organizations like yours to design and implement all-inclusive, geo-specific
digital strategies that capitalize on untapped market opportunities to attract, engage and
convert your target audiences.
Whether it’s setting up websites for international markets, tailoring SEO tactics to different
languages and cultures, or shaping a local market content strategy - we make it all possible.
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Helping you to grow online
visibility, improve search
rankings and scale up marketing
efforts for international success.
Digital Audit
Expert insights into your organization’s
online presence and growth potential

SEO Audit
An in-depth look at your SEO to boost
website search ranking and traffic

Content Strategy
Content planning and optimization for
a more engaging customer journey

SEO Consulting
Tailored recommendations to keep you
on top of search engine results

Content Creation
Content that attracts, engages and
converts audiences worldwide

Transcreation
Culturally-adjusted assets to support
your global marketing programs

Content Repurposing
Build upon best performing content to
maximize awareness and conversion

Analytics Reporting
Website and user insights to support
a data-driven marketing strategy

Training & Coaching
Workshop-based consulting on the
latest SEO and digital content trends
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Website performance report
Digital engagement strategy
Competitive market report
KPI definition
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Technical SEO report
Crawling & indexing
Keyword analysis & trends
Organic growth potential
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Market based content audits
Editorial calendars
Topic cluster ideation
Multilingual keyword mapping
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International SEO strategy
Keyword & topic selection
Technical SEO monitoring reports
Website reputation management
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Multilingual copy authoring
Digital content optimization
Content resonance testing
Market-tailored campaigns
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Creative transcreation
Cultural adaptation
Multilingual SEO optimized
Website & campaign adaptation
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Content repurposing strategy
Website content refresh
Social media post expansion
Multi-channel repurposing
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Traffic & user behavior analysis
Customer journey analysis
Campaign tracking
KPI reports & dashboards
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Onsite SEO workshops
Search algorithm updates
SEO content writing
Content strategy & planning

Digital strategies to help your brand
achieve its full digital potential
When it comes to digital strategy, Amplexor takes an
end-to-end approach that consists of five interconnected pillars:

Organization

Audience

Channels

Content

Analytics

A strategy that
aligns with your
business model and
strategic objectives

Tracking
engagement
journeys to
anticipate users’
needs

Delivering consistent
omnichannel
experiences across
every touchpoint

Personalized
content at scale,
resonating
with worldwide
audiences

Looking into the
data that counts to
support faster and
smart decisions

LE T’ S TALK!

Find out how we
can help you take
your business to
new customers
around the world.
Connect with us today!

solutions@amplexor.com
www.amplexor.com

   

